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Figure 11.3: Left) Jet ET threshold needed to reconstruct jets with 50% efficiency for the
tower threshold scheme (T) with E > 0.8 GeV and ET > 0.5 GeV. Right) Jet efficiency curves
for different threshold schemes and central η.

11.2 Jet algorithms
The first jet algorithms for hadron physics were simple cones [250, 259]. Over the last two
decades, clustering techniques have greatly improved in sophistication. Three principal jet
reconstruction algorithms have been coded and studied for CMS: the iterative cone [260], the
midpoint cone [261] and the inclusive kT jet algorithm [262, 263]. The midpoint-cone and kT

algorithms are widely used in offline analysis in current hadron collider experiments, while
the iterative cone algorithm is simpler and faster and commonly used for jet reconstruction
in software-based trigger systems.

The jet algorithms may be used with one of two recombination schemes for adding the con-
stituents. In the energy scheme, constituents are simply added as four-vectors. This produces
massive jets. In theET scheme, massless jets are produced by equating the jet transverse mo-
mentum to the ΣET of the constituents and then fixing the direction of the jet in one of two
ways: 1) sin θ = ΣET/E where E is the jet energy (usually used with cone algorithms), or 2)
η = ΣETiηi/ΣET and φ = ΣETiφi/ΣET (usually used with the kT algorithm). In all cases
the jet ET is equal to pTc.

The inclusive kT algorithm merges, in each iteration step, input objects into possible final jets
and so the new jet quantities, the jet direction and energy, have to be calculated directly dur-
ing the clustering. The cone jet algorithms, iterative and midpoint, group the input objects
together as an intermediate stage and the final determination of the jet quantities (recombi-
nation) is done in one step at the end of the jet finding.

11.2.1 Iterative cone

In the iterative cone algorithm, an ET-ordered list of input objects (particles or calorimeter
towers) is created. A cone of size R in η,φ space is cast around the input object having the
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largest transverse energy above a specified seed threshold. The objects inside the cone are
used to calculate a “proto-jet” direction and energy using the ET scheme. The computed
direction is used to seed a new proto-jet. The procedure is repeated until the energy of
the proto-jet changes by less than 1% between iterations and the direction of the proto-jet
changes by ∆R < 0.01. When a stable proto-jet is found, all objects in the proto-jet are
removed from the list of input objects and the stable proto-jet is added to the list of jets. The
whole procedure is repeated until the list contains no more objects with anET above the seed
threshold. The cone size and the seed threshold are parameters of the algorithm. When the
algorithm is terminated, a different recombination scheme may be applied to jet constituents
to define the final jet kinematic properties.

11.2.2 Midpoint cone

The midpont-cone algorithm was designed to facilitate the splitting and merging of jets. The
midpoint-cone algorithm also uses an iterative procedure to find stable cones (proto-jets)
starting from the cones around objects with an ET above a seed threshold. In contrast to the
iterative cone algorithm described above, no object is removed from the input list. This can
result in overlapping proto-jets (a single input object may belong to several proto-jets). To
ensure the collinear and infrared safety of the algorithm, a second iteration of the list of sta-
ble jets is done. For every pair of proto-jets that are closer than the cone diameter, a midpoint
is calculated as the direction of the combined momentum. These midpoints are then used
as additional seeds to find more proto-jets. When all proto-jets are found, the splitting and
merging procedure is applied, starting with the highest ET proto-jet. If the proto-jet does not
share objects with other proto-jets, it is defined as a jet and removed from the proto-jet list.
Otherwise, the transverse energy shared with the highest ET neighbor proto-jet is compared
to the total transverse energy of this neighbor proto-jet. If the fraction is greater than f (typ-
ically 50%) the proto-jets are merged, otherwise the shared objects are individually assigned
to the proto-jet that is closest in η,φ space. The procedure is repeated, again always starting
with the highest ET proto-jet, until no proto-jets are left. This algorithm implements the en-
ergy scheme to calculate the proto-jet properties but a different recombination scheme may
be used for the final jet. The parameters of the algorithm include a seed threshold, a cone
radius, a threshold f on the shared energy fraction for jet merging, and also a maximum
number of proto-jets that are used to calculate midpoints.

11.2.3 Inclusive kT algorithm

The inclusive kT jet algorithm is a cluster-based jet algorithm. The cluster procedure starts
with a list of input objects, stable particles or calorimeter cells. For each object i and each
pair (i, j) the following distances are calculated:

di = (ET,i)2R2,

dij = min{E2
T,i , E

2
T,j}R2

ij with R2
ij = (ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2,

where R2 is a dimensionless parameter normally set to unity [261]. The algorithm searches
for the smallest di or dij . If a value of type dij is the smallest, the corresponding objects i and
j are removed from the list of input objects. They are merged using one of the recombination
schemes listed below and filled as one new object into the list of input objects. If a distance
of type di is the smallest, then the corresponding object i is removed from the list of input
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objects and filled into the list of final jets. The procedure is repeated until all objects are
included in jets. The algorithm successively merges objects which have a distance Rij < R.
It follows that Rij > R for all final jets i and j.

11.3 Monte Carlo corrections
The jet response was studied with fully simulated QCD dijet events over the range 0 <
p̂T < 4000 GeV/c [264]. Jets were reconstructed using the iterative cone algorithm (R = 0.5),
midpoint cone, and cluster-based kT techniques using the ET scheme. Comparisons be-
tween Monte Carlo simulation particle-level and reconstructed jets were made by applying
the same jet algorithm to stable particles (excluding neutrinos and muons) and calorimeter
cells, respectively. A matching criterion, based on the distance ∆R =

√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 < 0.2,

was used to associate Monte Carlo particle-level and reconstructed jets.

The data were divided into η bins where the ratio of reconstructed jet transverse energy
(Erec

T ) to the Monte Carlo particle-level jet transverse energy (EMC
T ), as a function of EMC

T

was fit using an iterative procedure [264]. Figure 11.4 shows the ratio Rjet as a function of
pseudorapidity for different generated jet pT before Monte Carlo corrections.
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T reconstructed
by the iterative cone R = 0.5 algorithm before Monte Carlo corrections.

11.4 Jet resolution
The jet resolution was determined from a sample of QCD dijet events with parton trans-
verse momenta (p̂T) in the range 0–4000 GeV/c generated with PYTHIA (version 6.226). The
events were fully simulated, digitized, and reconstructed assuming low luminosity condi-
tions (L = 2 × 1033cm−2s−1) [265]. The events were divided into 21 bins of p̂T with a statis-
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